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LIFE CAN BE RICH AND FULL--AT ANY AGEYou could be getting older but love and sex are still a vital
part you will ever have. Inside you will discover:- The reality about ageing and how exactly it affects
libido and lovemaking- A thorough guide to common medical problems--and solutions- New drugs that
can improve and enhance sexuality--including the latest on Viagra- Analysis on post-menopausal changes-
An in depth look at the techniques for easing and solving sexual problems- Practical strategies for finding
new interactions and staying sexually fit- Advice to greatly help your adult children understand your new
relationships Two leading professionals have completely up to date and revised the traditional guide on
the subject to address the desires of our changing globe in the brand new millennium. Here is the reserve
that speaks to your worries about sex beyond the center years.
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A pretty great history of what dating was like 20 years ago, not much help for today's over-60 single. This
book was last revised in 2002. 16 years ago. There is something for everyone here, in considerable fine
detail, but in language that doesn't need a medical degree. As a family therapist and life trainer, I've
conversations with individuals who are either scared of getting old or are in the grips of growing older
and faced with many of the problems of ageing and sexuality which this important book addresses. Ladies
on the online sites seem to just be going through the motions, they're disinterested, bitter, and some of
these are downright rude, and that is if they respond at all. but that is true of kids becoming teenagers as
much as women going through menopause or guys needing viagra. Sex could be better after 60! Who
knew? Becoming available again in 2017 seems like I've been dropped in the center of some war-torn
dystopia where everybody's scared of everybody. dont know I don't know haven't go through yetFor
instance: unmarried guys over 60 aren't an "in demand commodity", indeed, my experience is that we're
invisible. As we grow older, it is obvious that our bodies go through adjustments;The last time I was
single was in 1997, and my experience then was even more in line with what is described in this book.
Since changes are unavoidable, we need assistance and reassurance about how to best cope with the
adjustments and find ways to experience pleasure and joy, regardless of what age.We am using the
Butler/Lewis book as a significant resource for my own book which I am writing, also in issues of aging
and ageism. Delivery was good, but content is very weak Delivery was great, but content is very weak.
I'm thrilled that there are books like this available to the baby-boomers and even younger, so that we are
able to all approach aging with delight and enthusiasm, not dread. One Star This is very outdated. Their
message can be my message: "life could be rich and full at any age group. There is absolutely no question
that older men and women may choose to remain sexually active much longer than may have been
supposed. Well Written & Extremely scholarly." All I must say about that can be "WOOHOO"! The
authors explain some of the normal changes brought about by aging and changing associations. In
addition they discuss possible issues as a result of illness. The tone throughout is normally upbeat and
positive and the authors offer practical advice for maintaining a healthy intimate relationship. It's probably
time for another revision that could cover a few more recent developments in medication but this book is
still worth reading. As a female approaching 70 myself, I can attest to the fact that sex after 60 could be
wonderful and pleasurable. Just even more about medicines to take because you are getting older and
weaker. Nothing new or inspiring. Four Stars Clear descriptions. Helpful "The New Like and Sex After
60" is a well crafted and helpful book. I should have checked when it was published before buying could
be better not well written and too simsplistic Three Stars A little out of date but helpful. In that 16 years,
most the clickable links in the written text are damaged, attitudes on dating and sex for older singles have
changed, rather than for the better. Butler and Lewis have offered us an important document, and also
guidance, on what's true and NOT true about sex after 60. A clinical critique in layman's language I
bought this reserve because I wanted to understand why women may watch sex and intimacy differently
in their senior years and I wasn't disappointed. For anyone turning 50 and beyond, this wonderfully
presented book by Butler and Lewis provides the evidence that there surely is indeed "sex after 60" and
will be offering information and guidance on having a satisfying sex existence in later years.
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